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?:.0?CSED CHAtlGES TO TECHTIICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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DROPOSED

LICEflSE C0tlDITI0tl

SECC,1DARY WATER CHEF 1ISTRY M0?!ITORIt!G

2. 9,( 3) o.The licensee shall implement a secondary water chemistry monitoring program
to inhibit steam generator tube degradaticn. This program includes:

1. Identificaticn of a sampling schedule for the critical parameters and
of centrol points for these parameters;

2. Identificatica of the precedures used to measure the value of the
critical para eters;

3. Identificatica of process sampling points;

4. Precedure for the recording and management of data;

5. Proceares defining corrective actions for off-control point chemistry
condiciens; ar.d

6. A prececure identifying (1) the authority responsible for the interpre-
tatica cf the da a and (2) the sequence and timing of administrative
events recuirec ta initiate corrective action.
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PLA!;T SYST 'iS

SE :?iCARY W ER CHEiISTRY

L:MITI."!G CC?l0 IC?l FOR OPERATION
,

3.7.1.6 Tne sec ndary water chemistry shall be maintained within the
limits of Table 3 7-3.

APFLICASILITY: F.C 1, 2 and 3.
.

Au . ..'t:

(T: is detemined in qe manner set forth in the bases in approximately
six : n:hs and to be i . osed by a change to this Specification)

SUR'ELLANCE RECUIREJENTS
s

4.7.1.5 The sec:ndary water c emistry shall be detemined to be within
the limits by analysis of those parameters at the frequencies specified
in Table 4.7-2.

D E te.TE]u
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h TAllLE 3.7-3
.

Sk0tIDARY llATER CllEMISTR', l.llllTS
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S Location
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* Sample locations, parameters and limits to be established in approximately 6 months following
issuance of the full power license based upon test program described in bases.
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TAllLE 4.7-2}
El SEC0flDARY l TER CllEMISTRY St1RVEll.l.AflCE ilfqlliltritrilTS
,
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* Sample locations, parameters and limits to be establish d in approximately 6 months following
issuance of the full power license based upon test progi m described in bases.
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I?L; tit SYSTEMS
f

|5TEAMTUR3It!EASSE'd.3LY ,

i

LIMITING CCNDITION FOR OPERATION

.G
3.7.1/ The structural integrity of the steam turbine assembly shall

be maintained.

APPLICABILIT'f: M00E5 1 and 2

AGION: 'Aith the structural integrity of the steam turbine assembly
nct c:nf::--ing to the above requirement restore the structural
in:egri y :f the steam turbine prior to placing it in service.

SG'/EILLINCE .ECUI?.E' DENTS

4.7.i.7 Tne structural integrity of the steam turbine assembly shall
be demcastrated;

a. At least once per 40 months, during shutdown, by a visual
and surface inspection of the steam turbine assembly at
all accessible locations, and

b. At least once per 10 years, during shutdown, by disassembly
of the turbine and performing a visual, surface and
volumetric inspection of all normally inaccessible parts.

. . -
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PLANT SYSTEMS

ER3?NE 0'/ERS?EED

L:MITING CONDITION FOR 0?ERATION

7
3.7.l',,7 At least one turbine overspeed protection system shall be |
OPE?AELE.

A?:LICA3ILITY: .900E 1, 2 and 3 .

ACC M: 'Aith the abcve required turbine overspeed protection system
ino::erable, within 6 hours either restore the system to OPERABLE,

sta:ms or isolate the turbine from the steam supply.

SU ~lE:LL.1NCE :ECU :.E''rNT

4.7.1.E.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

a.7.i.E.2 The above required turbine overspeed protection system shall
be decenstrated CPE:.ABLE;

a. At least once per 7 days by cycling each of the following
valves through one complete cycle.

1. 4 Turbine Throttle valves

2. 4 Turbine Governor valves

3. 4 Turbine Reheat 5 top valves

4 4 Turbine Reheat Intercept valves

b. At least once per 31 days by direct observation of the movement
of each of the above valves through one complete cycle.

At least once per 18 months, by performance of CHANilEL CALIBRA-c.
TION on the turbine overspeed protection instruments.

d. At least once per 40 months, by disassembly of at least one of
each of the above valves and performing a visual and surface
inspection of all valve seats, disks and stems and verifying
no unacceptable flaws or corrosion.

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 3/4 7-15
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PUNT SYSTEMS

NNAls=S -

"

available to remove decay heat and reduce the React- clant System

rcerature to less than 350 F when the Residual Heat Removal System
may be placed into operation.

2/2.7.1.3 EMERGENCY CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK _
-

The 0? ERA 3ILITY of the emergtecy condensate storage tank with the
"7i=:m water volume ensures that sufficient w2ter is available to
lin 2in the .C5 a: ".0T STAND 3Y conditions f or 8 hours with steam discharge

= :ne a--os:he~ c:nc:rrent with total loss of off-site power. The
::. ained wa_er vciume limit includes an allowance for water not usuable
because of tank discharge line location or other physical characteristics.

.

3/2.7.1.2 ACTI E f

The limita icns on secondary system specific activity ensure that

( the resul: ant off-site radiation dose will be limited to a small traction
-

cf 10 CFR Part 100 limits in the event of a steam line rupture. This dose
also includes the effects of a coincident 1.0 GPM primary to secondary
tube leak in the steam generator of the affected steam line. These values
are consistant with the assumptions used in the accident analyses.

3/2.7.1.5 MAIN' STEAM TRIP VALVES

The OPERABILITY of the main steam trip valves ensures that
no more than one steam generator will blowdown in the event of a steam

This restriction is required to 1) minimize the positiveline rupture.
reactivity effects of the Reactor Coolant System cooldcwn associated with
the blowdown, and 2) limit the pressure rise within containment in the
event the steam line rupture occurs within containment. The OPERABILITY
of the main steam trip valves within the closure times of the
surveillance requirements are consistent with the assumptions used in the

.accident analyses.

NORTH ANNA - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-3
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3/4.1.7 e c I/1.7.1./ STEAM TURBINE and OVERSPEED PROTECTION

The turbine gene a::r at the North Anna facility is arranged in
'a nonpeninsular orientation. Analysis has shosn that this arrangement
is such :22: if a turbine failure occurs as a result of destructive
overspeed, ;otantially camaging missles could impact the auxiliary
building, cor.tair. ment, centrol room and other structures housing safety
related ecuipment. The requirenents of these two specifications provide.-

additional assurance tha: the facility will not be operated with degraded
valve performance and/or flawed turbine material which are the major
contributors to turbine failures.

3/1.7.2 STEAM GE?iE:ATOR PRESSURE / TEMPERATURE LIMITATION
'

The limitation on steam generator pressure and temperature ensures
that the pressure induced stresses in the steam generators do not exceed
the maximum allowaole fracture toughness stress limits. The limitations
of 70 F and 200 psig are based on average steam generator impact values at
10 F and are sufficient to prevent brittle fracture.

3/4.7.3 COMPONENT C00L7NG 'AATER SUBSYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the component cooling water system ensures that
sufficient cooling capacity is available for continued operation of safety
related equipment during normal and accident conditions.

3/4.7.4 SERVICE 'JATER SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the service water system ensures that sufficient
cooling capacity is available for continued operation of safety related
equipment during normal and accident conditions. The redundant cooling
capacity of this system, assuming a single failure, is consistent with the
assumptions used in the accident conditions within acceptable limits.
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ATTACHMENT 2

North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2
Secondary Water Chemistry Monitoring Program Summary

Each s;eam generator blowdown line as well as the feedwater header will be
sacpled at least every 72 hours. As an alternative, the steam' generator
surface liquid can be sampled if blowdown is unavailable. ach sample will be
analyzed for cation conductivity. Each steam generator sample will be cons-
idered acceptable if the steady state cation conductivity is 5 2 p mhos/cm at
25 C f-d each feedwater sample will be considered acceptable if the steady
state cation conductivity is $ 1 u mho/cm at 25 C. In addition, a transient

limit cf 5 7 n chos/cm at 25 C for steam generator samples and a transient
limit of 5 3 p mhos/cm at 25 C for feedwater samples will be established.
If the test results indicate the cation conductivity is greater than steady
state but less r%, transient specification, samples will be taken daily to
insure it is trending devnward and it is within the steady state specification
in 14 days. If, after 14 days, it is still greater than the steady state
specification, the plan =ust be in Hot Standby within 12 hours. If the
cation c:nductivity exceeds its transtent limit and is not trending downward,
it cust be restored wW 72 hours or the plant must be in Hot Standby within
the next 12 hours.

Chemist y personnel using approved chemistry procedures will perform all
analyses and record the results. The samples are passed through a hydrogen
form cation resia colu=a to enhance the ability to read very low levels of
conductivity. If the results, are out of specification triey will immediately
notify the Shift Supervisor. In addition, the chemistry supervisor will
periodically review the tabulated data for trends.

Returning out of specification chemistry to acceptable levels may require
different actions to include, but not be limited to, blowdowns and secondary
system cleanup. The action taken in any case will depend on the cause and the
existing trend in parameter measurement.

This program may be amended by the Station Nuclear Safety and Operating Commi-
ttee, as deemed necessary, to maintain plant operational flexibility and
Secondary Water Chemistry Controls consistent with the intent of the program.
The requirements of the program will be met via the Periodic Test Program.
This will provide an established system for procedure approval, scheduling and
performance.
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